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Thanks for your letter of January lOth that just 
reached me from New York . I believe you will find TERROR I N 
VIETN AM t hrough the N. C. News Service as you vlere advised . 

I have talked to the President severa l times si nce 
returning to Vietnam and he is convinced that the basic ground
work ha s been laid for the development of the country in the 
economic area and that the country's economy is due for a sharp 
rise a s a result of that . He feels tha t the systematic rubber 
planting program will provide t he foreign exchange needed within 
five to ten years . Pro~ress is being ma de in the matter of cement, 
fertilizers, water for ba igon and electric power . There are other 
lesser items also but these are the main ones . The agricultural 
development program is always pointed to with pride. 

The President feels that the rank and file of the 
people in the country are with him . I know he would like to 
retire to private life but I doubt that he feels he can do so 
at this time. I understand that there will be at least three 
other candidates in the Presidentia l elections , but everybody 
that I have talked to (and of course my contacts are limited to 
a definite area ) feels that stability of government and the 
strong position of the President are far more to be desired than 
the chaos that might result from a Kl-fong Le~ type of trouble in 
this country . As you well know, the 'President has long been con
cerned with security matters , for ecast years ago the type of 
trouble that we are having in Vietnam now, and is presently fore 
casting similar type of outbursts even in the city of Saigon. His 
earlier forecasts are certainly coming true at the present time. 
There are many many more incidents of Communist activity around 
the provinces now than there were in the past . Their infiltration 
t actics are succeeding to a certain extent at least and it's guite 
common to hear talk of nightly meetings in the provincial villages 
and small towns held by the Communists , assassinations, battles 
with the c i vil guard , etc . On its side, the government has been 
using the Army ext ensivel y for security purposes . Armies are 
organized to fight wars . We are only in the preparatory stage of 
war at the present time and other tactics are re quired . The civil 
guard has recently been incorporated into the Army and f alls under 
the jurisdiction of MAAG as f ar a s the United States is concerned . 
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There seems to be an outstanding question to be resolved as to 
whether t he government intends the entire civil guard to be in
corpora ted into the Army or only those in the Seventh I- ilitary 
District . This is a problem that v.rill have to be worked out 
between the Vietnamese Government , MAAG, USOM and the Embassy . 
At this point it seems to be an important question because US M 
has assembled a highly qualified f ublic Security ~ivision intended 
to tra in the police to handle situations such as t h e present one . 

There was no participation of the civil population 
in the recently attempted coup . Such participation could be 
organized in the fu t ure by the Communists , and Army technigues 
are not normally intended t o cppe with that kind of a problem. 

The government is aware of all of these problems 
along with many others and continues to work deliberately, rather 
than lethargically , to resolve them . The usual opposition with 
which you are familiar exists and is less restrained than in the 
past . I believe it ' s a loyal opposition, but that does not prevent 
the Communists from taking advantage of a decidedly unsati sfactory 
situation . 

From my limited contacts I think that it ' s safe to 
say that the people 'V'.rere r elieved t hat no harm befell Diem . As 
you know, a lot of untrue, but still useful propaganda and 
accusations were made against his family . I believe the President 
is loath to take action detrimental to hi s family whom he needs, 
particularly inasmuch as he feels tha t the accusations made against 
them are f alse . In his eyes it would amount to yielding to pressures 
exerted by the enemy, and you know as well as I do tha t he would 
consider that cowar dl y and unworthy . It may be good or bad politics, 
but it derives from his high personal integrity . 

Briefly, therefore , Wes , we are still in troubleo 
I guess in view of t he basic tenets of dynamic materialism we should 
never expect peace , and we should learn to live in a world of con
tinued unrest . As a Catholic I will add that the diabolical powers 
still roam about t he world and that their eventual control over 
the advance of man will depend to a large extent on how closely 
we are willing to unite ourselves \~th God both as individuals 
and na tions. 

JJH:m 

With kind persona l regards , I remain 

rely yours , J . )j_ 

• Rev . Msgr . Joseph J . Harnett 
East Director 
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